PMM J.T.T.C(Just The Tip Compensator) installation instructions.
WARNING!
Prior to handling any fire arm be sure that the weapon is cleared and is safe to work with, additionally if at any time you do not feel confident in doing the installation
of any PMM product PMM recommends you contact a Licensed Gunsmith for assistance.
Kit Components: 1X PMM JTTC, 9 shims (3 each of .010”Red Arrow, .005 Blue Arrow” , .002 Yellow Arrow” ) vial of rocksett(white Arrow) , *delrin Bore alignment rod
included with metric threaded barrels.
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Tools Required: Vise with plastic or wood soft jaws, Adjustable wrench.
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Installation of the PMM JTTC
Step 1:Separate the frame from the slide and remove the recoil spring from the slide, leave the barrel in the slide.
Step 1a: With the recoil spring left out put the barrel into battery in the slide, use the provided shims to time the Compensator by hand with no tension to roughly 10* off of the
slide center line.(for metric threaded barrels, place the included delrin rod in the barrel to aid with shim installation prior to threading the JTTC on ) Image#3
Once you have determined the proper stacking height of the shims to achieve proper alignment, remove shims and compensator from the barrel and apply rocksett to the
of the barrel then re-install the JTTC onto the barrel in Step 1a.
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Step2: Place the compensator & slide in the soft jaws/vise with the slide upside down, let the slide sag free of the barrel Image#4.
Use the adjustable wrench on the breach block of the barrel to torque the barrel and compensator into alignment with the slide (ensure everything lines up by looking down the front
of the slide) * those with metric barrels can now remove the delrin rod from the bore of the barrel.
Reinstall the slide onto the frame and function check the pistol, paying attention to the compensator, making sure there is clearance between the JTTC and the side of the frame.
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finally allow the Rocksett a minimum of 24 hours to cure prior to shooting the pistol.
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Final Note: Based on testing all PMMJ.T.TC’s will function reliably with a variety of Factory loaded ammo.
E-mail customerservice@parkermountainmachine.com or Call (603)664-9606

